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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let s be a free group on a finite number of free generators c1 , c, ,..., c, 
and let Pm (n = 1,2,...) denote the nth group of the lower central series of 9, 
with F1 = 9. Let c # 1 be an element of 9. The weight of c, W(c), is 
defined as the (uniquely determined) positive integer n such that c E fin but 
c $ 9n+1 . For every n, there exists a finite number O(n) of elements of 9, 
called “basic commutators” which can be derived from the generators of 9 
by commutation (without group multiplication) alone and which under the 
mapping 5 -+ s/&+1 are mapped into basis elements of the free Abelian 
group .9$J9fl+1 of rank O(n). 
The number Q(n) has been given explicitly by Witt [S]. Its value is 
where p(d) is the Mdbius function. 
For any quotient group JP of 9, Z%/&& = #% is a quotient group of 
-%Jsr’,, = 6 9 if tin denotes the nth group of the lower central series 
of &‘. Such quotient groups play a great role in Burnside’s problem ([j], [4]). 
In this paper we aim to investigate the quotient groups in a case which, in a 
sense, is the extreme opposite of the situation in Burnside’s problem. 
Suppose that A is a basic commutator of weight N, not a generator. Let 
{A} be its normal closure in 9, and let ~9’ = @/{A). To understand sn 
we require the kernel of the homomorphism p% + 2% . This kernel includes 
as a subgroup the group @,, . It is generated by the images in F% of those 
elements of sw which are obtained from A by commutation alone. Here we 
find results for 9, only. We shall give in Theorem 3.1 a recursive method 
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for computing the rank of g,, , and in Theorem 4.1 explicit formulas for 
computing this rank if N < n < 3N. These formulas are analogous to 
Witt’s formula (1 .l). 
2. GROUP-THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
We start by giving some notations, definitions, known results, and immediate 
consequences of these results. 
Let G be a group. Let a, b E G. Then the commutator 
(a, b) = u-%-W... . (2.1) 
The lower central series 
G, 2 G, 2 -** 1 G,, 1 --- (2.2) 
is the sequence of subgroups defined as follows: 
G1 = G. G, is generated by all commutators (a, b,-,) where u E G and 
b,-, E G,, . 
For the free group 9 we say that the element c # 1 has weight rz = W(c) 
if c E S, but c $ &+i . It is evident that a E Sn , a # 1, implies W(a) > 7t. 
The following properties of the lower central series are well-known 
known [I] : 
If (u, b) # I, then 
W(u, b) > W(u) + W(b) . . . . (2.3a) 
If W(q) = IV(+) = IV, , IV&) = IV&.) = W, , then 
( 
u=lu9 
1 2’ (2.3b) 
If a zz c mod S%(a)+1 , b = d mod 9&,)+l , then 
(a, b) = (c, 4 mod -%w+~(~)+~ - . (2.3~) 
The Jacobi identity which we shall write as 
((a,b),c)((b,c),(c, a), b) = 1 .-a, (2.3d) 
where c) refers from now on to the image in gw(a)+w(a)+W(o) . 
In this paper we define basic commutators according to the natural linear 
ordering given in Reference [7]. 
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DEFINITION 2.1: The basic commutators of weight 1 are the generators 
in the order 
c, < c, < *a- < c, *a*. (2.4) 
Having defined basic commutators of weight less than II and ordered them, 
we use these to get the ones of weight n. The basic commutators of weight 
n are c, = (ci , cj) where ci , cj are basic commutators with weights 
W(c,) + W(cJ = n, ce > cj and such that if ci = (cS , ct), then cj > ct . (For 
c, we shall write ci = (c,,JL, ci = (c,JR). Let cm1 = (ci, , ci,) and cma = 
(ci, , cj,) be of weight n. Then cm1 > cnta if ci, > ci, or ci, = ci, , but cjl > cjz . 
A basic commutator of weight n is greater than any of weight less than n. 
Having ordered all basic commutators, we assume their subscripts to be 
chosen so that ci is the ith basic commutator. 
To proceed we now introduce an auxiliary definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2: The element a E 9 is said to be basic-commutator- 
representable (bc-representable) if 
where ci, > ci, > +** > tin are basic commutators of weight W(a) and 
3 , 62 >a” Q are nonzero integers. The product on the right-hand side of (2.5) 
will be called a basic-commutator-representation (or bc-representation). 
The name basic commutator is appropriate in the sense of the following 
well-known theorem [I, 51: 
THEOREM 2.1: Every group 9n+1 is a normal subgroup of Sn and every 
factor group S* = 9n/E+l is a free Abel&z group. The basic commutators 
of we&ht n are mapped into a basis of sn ; i.e., eerery element a # 1 has a 
unique bc-representation. If a, b are distinct commutators, then W(a, b) = 
W(a) + W(b). 
The number of elements in a basis of @n is called the rank of p% . This 
number is given by Witt’s formula (1 .l). 
For the above properties of basic commutators, our lexicographic ordering 
is not required [I]. It is, however, order preserving under commutation [;7. 
Before stating this result we give some preliminary definitions. 
DEFINITIONS 2.3: Let a E 9 and #l. The maximal component of a, 
M(a), is then the largest commutator in the bc-representation (2.5), i.e., 
M(a) = cil . We shall denote or , the exponent of cil (2.5), by E(a). Finally 
we shall write aL for (M(a))L and aR for (M(a))R. 
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DEFINITION 2.4: Let a, b E 9’. The inequalities a > b and a > b shall 
mean that M(a) > M(b) and M(a) >, M(b), respectively. We shall also write 
a R+ b and a +S b to stand for M(a) = M(b) and M(u) # M(b), respectively. 
The following result [7j is of fundamental importance in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.2: Let a, b, c be basic commutators such that a > b, a # c and 
b # c. Then (a, c) > (b, c). 
It is evident from Theorem 2.1 that Theorem 2.2 has the alternate, more 
general formulation: 
Let a, 6, c E: 9 such that a > 6 # 1, c # 1, a +G c, 6 + c. Then 
(a, c) > (4 4 
To apply Theorem 2.2 we shall need more machinery. We shall introduce 
for every element c E 9 which #l its “regular sequence” [c], i.e., 
[c] = [dl , da ,..., dh] . . . . (2.6) 
DEFINITION 2.5: The sequence on the right-hand side of (2.6) consists 
of M(c) only when W(c) = 1. Having defined the regular sequences for all 
elements of weight <n, we define [c] for W(c) = 7t. The sequence 
[c] = [el , e2 ,..., e, , cR], where [CL] = [el , es ,..., e,]. 
At this point we give three auxiliary lemmas. They are easily obtained 
from Eqs. (2.3), Definitions 2.1-2.4, and Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.1: Let a, b, c be basic commutators uch that a w (b, c). If 
(a, (b, c)) # 1, then M(u, (b, c)) = (a, d) where d -=z a und W’(u) = W(d). 
LEMMA 2.2: If a & 6, then 
M(a, 4 = (M(4, b) M (a, Wb)) w (JW, J@)), 
E(u, b) = E(M(a), b) - E(u) = E(a, M(b)) * E(b) = E(M(a), M(b)) - E(a) - E(b), 
andfinally W(a, b) = W(a) + W(b). 
LEMMA 2.3: If a = bc, a w b, W(u) = W(c) and E(a) = E(b), then a > c. 
We conclude this section with an important lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4: Let C ES, CL = a, CR = b and [C] = [4 , da ,..,, d,J. If 
CE~, c # 1 and c < C, then 
(C, c> = 14 , el, e2 ,..., enI ..-, (2.7) 
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such, that e, < ez < a*- < e,, is a rearrangement of da , d3 , . . . , d, , M(G). Also 
E((C, c)) = E(C) - E(c). Fina& ((a, c), b) > (a, (b, c)) when c < b and 
(a, (b, 4) # 1. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma (2.2) it is sufficient to suppose that C and c 
are basic commutators which we shall do now. Then (C, c) is also a basic 
commutator by definition (2.1) when c 3 b. It remains to consider the case 
c < b. We start with 
((a, b), c) = (W)b)(a,(b, . . . . (2.3d) 
When W(C) = 2, then ((a, c), b) > ((b, c), a) and they are both basic com- 
mutators again by definition (2.1). Having established the lemma for 
W(C) = 2, we assume it for W(C) = K > 2 and proceed to W(C) = K + 1. 
From the induction hypothesis, Definition (Zl), and Lemma (2.2), it follows 
easily that [((a, c), b)] is as in (2.7), and for (a, b, c)) # 1 that 
I 
(a, M(h 4) when lb, 4 < a 
M(a, (b, 4) = Mb, 4, a> when (b, c) > a . . . . (2.8) 
(a, 4 when (b, c) q a 
where d is given by Lemma 2.1. But a > b > c implies (a, c) > (b, c) by 
Theorem 2.2 and then ((a, c), b) > (a, (b, c)) by Definition 2.1; hence 
(C, 4 - ((a, 4,b). S ince E((a, c)) = 1 according to the induction hypothesis, 
E((C, c)) also = 1 by (2.3b). We have completed our induction proof. 
3. THE GROUPS g,, AND AUXILIARY SUBSETS 
As already stated in the introduction, this paper is concerned with the 
study of g,, . We shall first look for a basis of @,, , i.e., a set of independent 
generators. We shall then try to determine the number of elements in our 
basis, that is the rank Y(n) of 5?,, .
We start with two definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1: Let A be a fixed basic commutator of weight N > 2. 
9N is generated by A. 9,, (n > N) is generated by all commutators 
(*-*(A, Ci,),***, cd,), where ci , ci, , . . . . cih are basic commutators such that 
CL, W(ciP) = n - N. (Evibently y E ‘Sm implies that y E &). 
DEFINITION 3.2: The subgroup 9,, maps onto the subgroup g, Z gm , 
if Sn + 9n = SQS$+r . An element f E & (k > 0) has the image fg .!& , 
a set {*em} of elements E Sk the image {y). In particular if B = (B, , B,), 
a commutator built by commutation from basic commutators, we shall 
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mean by B the image in .@&, where n(B) = lV(B,) + W(B,) when 
B, , B, are basic commutators, but n(B) = n(B,) + n(B,) otherwise by 
induction on the number of commutations in B. If x, y E Fk , f # 1, then 
x > y or y < x shall mean that either 9 = 1 or x > y. 
By the use of relations (2.3) and Theorem 2.1 it is easy to show that every 
group g,, is indeed identical, under the mapping 9$ -+ gm, with the 
image of that subgroup of 9n which is generated by precisely the elements 
of %n obtained from A by commutation alone. 
To construct a basis of gn(n >, N) we introduce the sets {V, n> < 
(Y, n>(c &). We shall show that the {V, n} generate the g,, . 
DEFINITION 3.3: {Y, N} consists of Y,, = A. For n > N, (Y, n} is the set 
of all commutators Yt = (...((A, d,), da),..., d,) with the properties 
(i) dr , d, ,.,., d, are basic commutators, 
(ii) dI < d, < .**<d,,wheno>l, 
(iii) cI-l W(dJ = n - N, 
(iv) P,#l. 
For Yt > A we shall write d(t) = d, , Yi = A when u = 1 and Yi = 
(...((A, dl), dz) ,..., do-,) when u > 1; also u(t) for U. 
We shall write (Y} for the sum of all classes {Y,}. 
By Definition 2.1 and relation 1 .l it is evident that there are finitely many 
distinct elements E { Y, n}. Let us fix an arbitrary ordering of the elements 
of each set so that Yt E {Y, n) (n > N) for ciL;L, < t < ziENLB where 
LN = 0 and L, = number of elements E {Y, k). 
LEMMA 3.1. The set {Y, n> generates gn(n > N). 
Since {Y, N + l} is identical with the set of generators of definition (3.1), 
we conclude that our lemma holds by mathematical induction because of 
LEMMA 3.2: Suppose that Lemma 3.1 holds for N < n < M. Then it also 
holdsforn = M + 1. 
Proof. Consider a generator 2 = (...((A, q), Q,..., c$,) of 9M+1 as 
given in Definition 3.1. When W(cih) = M + 1 - N, then h = 1 and 
(A, ci,) E ( Y, rz) for ci, # A. For 2 # 1 and c, < ci, < cs let us suppose that 
z = i q . ..) 
k=l 
(3.1) 
where the YA, E { Y, n) and W(c& < W(q) = M + 1 - N. To prove the 
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lemma by induction it is then evidently sufficient to establish (3.1) for 
c = Cih = C.-& . Now 21 = (.. ((A, cgl), Q,) ,..., t4J E 3,, , where p = 
M + 1 - Wfc) < M + 1. By hypothesis, 
z’ = fi 7: . . . . (3.2) 
V4 
where the YW, E { Y, $1. Th c r&t&s (2.3) imply then that to establish (3.1) 
it is sufficient to demonstrate 
(3.3) 
where the YV, E (Y, M + 11 and Y*E (YI p)- If Yt = A arc >, d = d(t), then 
(3.3) is trivial by Definition 3.3. Otherwise we apply Eqs. (2.3) and find 
-- wt , c) = fI (Ytl, Wf ((Yt ,4 4 ***, 
f=l 
(3.4) 
whefq=~ , 4wt is the be-represent2tion 55 (d, c). N5W (y:,E) = j=$ by thehy- 
pothesis of the lemma, where n is a product of elements c{ Y, M + 1 - W(d)}. 
Since the a, and d are all >c, we apply the induction hypothesis to the 
( Ytl, a,) and to (n,d) and obtain (3.3) from (3.4) making use of relations(2.3). 
Having shown that the {Y, n) generate the g,, , we are ready to study the 
subsets IV, n)- 
DEFINITION 3.4: ( V, N} = {I!, N}. For N < n d M suppose that we have 
defined the subsets {V, n>. The element Yt E {Y, &l-i- l} also E (v, M + I} 
if and only if Y: E(‘V, M + 1 - W(d(t))} and Y,l c$+ d(t). We shall write 
(V> for the aum at alI classes (V, n). 
LEMMA 3.3: The set (V, n} generates g(n > N). This lemma is an im- 
mediate consequence of 
LEMMA 3.4: If Yt E {Y, n}, thin yt = IJ& 9:; where every Y,, 6 { V, n} 
and is such that ~(cI,) < d(t) when Y$ > A; in pQ&UhzY if Y, E (b’) tha 
p = Cl = 1 and n, = t. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n; {V, N} = {Y, N} and the 
lemma is trivial for 11 = N. Assume it to hold for N < 7t < M. Either 
W M + I} = {v, M + l}, or there exists an element Yt E {Y, M f l} but 
$ (V, M + l}. By the induction hypothesis, FC,’ = nyz, Y;I: where every 
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Ys, E {V> and is such that d(/?,) < d,(,)-, < d(t). We apply equations (2.3) 
and find that Y, = I-‘& (Y8, , d(t))%. But by Definition 3.3, (YB, , d(t)) 
either = 1 or E {Y, M + 1); also if ( Ys,d(t)) E {Y} but $ {V}, then Ysl M d(t) 
by Definition 3.4. To complete our induction proof it is thus sufficient to 
make use of 
LEMMA 3.5: If Yt E {V}, then E( Yt) = &l. Let Y, hawe the bc-representa- 
tion nfso up (p >, l), then (Y, , a,) = n;-, yy where Ya, E {V} and 
= (Yt 9 Ui) SO that ~i < U, M Yt and W(Yk) = W( Y,$. Also if a is a basic 
commutator C$ Yt but such that W(Y,) = W(u), then Y = (Yt , u) E { V} and 
W(YL) = W(YR) = W(a). 
Proof. We shall first prove that E( Yt) = fl. For Y,, = A it is trivial. 
Suppose we have shown it for Y,, < Yt < Ys . We proceed to Yt = Ye . 
That Ye’ < Ya is obvious from Definitions 2.1 and 3.3. Then E(Y,+) = -f 1 
by the induction hypothesis. Also Y,+ # d(b) from Definition 3.4. Hence 
E( Ya) also =f 1 according to Lemma 2.4. 
Having completed our induction proof we make use of the bc-representation 
of Yt and find, by applying Eqs. (2.3), that 
(y, ) a,) = (Y, , qo fi ,‘O%) = *fj (Y* Y q-~oc’ *
i-l .=A 
But by definition (2.2) and by hypothesis W(uJ = W(a) = W(Y,) and 
a, < a, M Yt (i > 0); thus (Yt , ai) and ( Yt , a) E{ V} by Definitions (2.1), 
(3.3), and (3.4). 
That W( Y,Li) = W( YG) = W(YL) = W( YR) = W(u) is obvious from 
Lemma (2.2) and Definitions (2.1) and (2.3). 
We have shown that every set {V, n} generates the corresponding group gm. 
Next we shall construct a basis of g, from the elements of (I’, n}. For this 
purpose we divide {I’, n} into equivalence classes according to the rule 
Y, - Y, if Y, M Y, . 
DEFINITION 3.5: If y G{ V, n} we shall denote by {QY)} the subclass of 
all elements E { V, n> which are my. From each subclass we shall choose a 
class representative, C(y), according to a selection rule given below. 
We shall show that the images of the class representatives constitute the 
required basis. 
DEFINITION 3.6: C(A) = A. If Yt > A, let Y=, , Ym, ,..., Y*, be the 
elements of a subclass {K( Y,)] C (C( Y,)} with the property, if Yh E {C( Y,)} 
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and d(h) < max(d(ar,)) (i = 1,2,..., p), then Yn E (K( YJ}. The representative 
of {K(Y,)} is the Y,,Q for which d(or,) = min(d(orJ) (i = 1,2,...,p) and Ydf 
is the representative of that subset of {Y,‘, , Yiz ,..,, Yi’} which consists of 
the elements M YtQ . 
We have given our selection rule. We shah now prove that it works. 
LEMMA 3.6: Every subclass {K( Y,)} constains a unique representative, Y, , 
so that Y,’ = C(Y,l). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on M(Y,). {C(A)) contains A = C(A) 
only. Suppose that the lemma has been established for A < Yt < Y, . We 
shall demonstrate it for (K( Yh)} -C(C(Y,)}. Let Ytil, Yap ,..., Y=, be the 
elements of {K( Y,)}. That there exists a minimum d(cl,) among the d(aJ is 
obvious. Let Ya, , Ya, , . .., Ys, be the subclass {M( YJ> (_C{K( Y,)}) for which 
d(jIj) = d(r~,) = d (1 <J’ < v). To continue this proof we apply Definitions 
2.1-3.6, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.2. We see that the Yi, E {V> and 
M YiU < Yh; also if Y, E{ V} and m YiU and d(m) < max(d,~,)+) when 
Y, > A, then (Y, , d) E {M(Y,)}. Hence there exists a unique class 
representative Y, among the Y& such that Y, = C(Y$ by the induction 
hypothesis. Then Y, = (Yu, , d) is the unique representative of {K(Y,)} so 
that Y,’ = C( Y,‘). 
DEFINITION 3.7: We shall denote by {T,n} the sum of the representatives 
of the classes {C( Y,)} _C (V, n}, and by (2’) the sum of all classes {T, n}. 
We shall say that the element y E 9,, is T-representable if either 7 = 1 or 
ji = r’pg -*my> # 1 where the yi E (T, n> and the ci # 0. We shah call 
&.=,yp the T-representation of y. For K # 1, it is understood that 
Yl>YZ> "' >Yk+ 
Since (Y, n} has L,, elements, {T, n> has K,,(<L,J elements. Two distinct 
elements Y Y E {T, n} are by Definition 3.5 + to each other. Since the 
basic comr&;at& of weight n are independent and have been ordered, we 
conclude that the K,, elements of (T, n} are also independent. We already 
know that {V, n> generates 9,. To show that {T, n} is a basis of @n it is thus 
sufficient to demonstrate that every element of {V, n} is T-representable. 
We start this task with a sequence of preliminary lemmas and the introduction 
of further notation. 
LEMMA 3.7: Let Yt E { V>. Let a be a basic commutator such that ( Yt , a) # 1. 
Then (Yt, a) = IIfs p; (ci # 0) such that y, > Ye, for i # 1 and the 
Ya. all E(V). When Yt % a, then Y=, & (Y, , b), where a > b; when Yt s$ a, 
thin Ya, = (Y,, a). 
Proof. The case Yt w a is obvious from Lemma 3.5, Definition 2.2, and 
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Theorem 2.2. For Y, & a we proceed by induction on M( Ye). When 
Yt = A, then it is obvious from Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 that ( Yt , a) E{ V}. 
Suppose we have shown the lemma for A < Yt < Yh . We examine next 
Yt = Yh = (Y,’ , d(h) = d). For Yh #z a > d the conclusion that 
(Y, , a) E (V} is again trivial by the definition of (V}. It remains to investigate 
the case d > a + Yh . By the Jacobi identity, (Yh , a) = &?a where 
Z, = ((Yhl, a), d), 2, = (Y,‘, (d, a)), /.L = 1 and v = 2 for Yhl > d, but 
~1 = 2 and v = 1 for Y,l < d. From repeated application of Lemma 2.4, 
we find next that 2 = M( Yh , a) = M(Z,), E(Y, , a) = E(Zr), and that 
II’ > W(ZR). Hence Z, > Z, by Lemma 2.3 and Definition 3.2; also, 
by Definition 2.1, Z > any element x of the same weight such that 
W(zL) = B’(zR). It is obvious that Y h1 < Yh . Also (Yhl, a) < (Yhl, d) = Yh 
when (Yhl, u) # 1 by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.5. We introduce the 
bc-representation of (d, a) and find for Zi # 1 (j = 1, 2), by applying our 
induction hypothesis and Eqs. (2.3), that Zj = I-&;, (Yakl)<kj where the 
Yak, E {V} and the ekj # 0. When Yhl > d then evidently W( Yhl, a) > W(d), 
when Yhl < d then W(d, a) > W(Y,l). We recall Definition 2.2; making 
use of Theorem 2.2 we note that our expansion of Z, can be ordered so that 
Y,,, m Z, m Z and Y,,, > any other Y, when p, > 1. Let Q = ( Yhl , a) 
and q = d when Y,,l < d, but Q = Y? and q = (d, a) when Yhl > d. 
When W(Q) # W(q) and 2, # 1, then Theorem 2.2 and our induction 
hypothesis tell us that every Yti, < Yall; on the other hand, when W(Q) = 
W(q) and 2, # 1, then every Y,” . ‘2 is, by Lemma 3.5, such that W((Y,+)L) = 
W Yu, lR), and th us is < Ytill by a previous remark. Our lemma is established. 
The lemma below is an easy consequence of Definitions 3.3-3.6. 
LEMMA 3.8: 1f Yt E { V} and Y, > A, then (C( Y,‘), d(t)) E {C( Y,)}, At this 
point it is useful to introduce additional notation. 
[Al = [a, , a2 ,..., 4 
tyt1 = PI, s b,, s*-*v btl= I4 , b, ,***, bl
W,ll = ht , C2t ,.**, %tl = ICI , c, ,*-a, 4 a-* - 
[d(t)1 = telt ,e2t ,..., 4 = k , e2 ,..., 4 
M(Y,) = x 
We are ready for 
(3.5) 
LEMMA 3.9: If Yt E(V), Yt > A and d(t) < b, then d(t) < Y$ and 
{C( Y,)> contains Yt only. 
Proof. Let Yh E {C( Y,)}. If d(h) > Y&l, then 
al < b, = max(M(Y,l), elh) < d(h) 
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by Definition (2.1) and Lemma (2.4). We have shown that d(t) < Yt for 
our hypothesis, d(t) < b,; also that b, = a, implies that {C(YJ} cannot 
contain an element Yh so that Yhl < d(h). 
Next we shall show for Yt = (...((A, 4), da) ,..., d, = d(t)) that 4 = a, , 
4, = af, and that b, < b, < ... <b, is a rearrangement of as, a, ,..., a,, 
dud,, . . . . d,. For 0 = 1, we apply Lemma 2.4 to the case dl < A and obtain 
our conclusion. Assume now that we have proven it for cr = 7. We proceed 
to (I = 7 + 1. For the moment suppose that d, 3 ck which implies d(t) > ck 
by Definitions 3.3 and 3.4; but by Lemma 2.4 and d(t) < Ytl, we conclude 
then that d(t) = b, , contrary to hypothesis. Hence d, < ck . Our conclusion 
follows at once by applying the induction hypothesis to Ytl and Lemma 2.4 
to the case d(t) < Y,l. 
We have shown that the sequence dl < d, < .** < d, is obtained from 
aI = b, > b, < b3 < --- < b, = a, by omitting a, > a, < --- < a, . Hence 
{C(Y,)) does not contain an element Yh other than Yt , so that either 
Yhl < d(h) or d(h) < b, . According to Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, it remains 
only to exclude the case Yhl > d(h) > b,; but then 
[ ya] = hi , %h , . . . . Ckh , d(h)1 
by Lemma 2.4 which cannot be identical with [YtJ. Our lemma is 
established. 
We are finally ready to prove that the {T, n> are bases of the g, and 
simultaneously to give criteria to determine whether an element Y, E {V} 
also E{ T}. Before giving our main result we need three additional definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.8 : The basic commutator a is said to E(A) if there exists 
an element Y, E { V} such that Yt w a. 
DEFINITION 3.9: The basic commutator a E(A) is said to fit the basic 
commutator b, if either (i) a = A or (ii) a > A and there exists an element 
Yt E { V> and =:a such that d(t) < b. 
DEFINITION 3.10: The element Yt E { V) ( Yt > A) is said to be optimal if 
(i) Ytl < d(t), (ii) either zL 6 A or zL E {A} and zL does not fit b, , (iii) there 
does not exist a basic commutator b, among b, , b3 ,..., b, so that b, E {A> 
and >Y,l. 
THEOREM 3.1: The set { T, n} is a basis of gn(n > N). The element Y, E {V} 
(Y, > A) also E(T), if and on& if (i) Y; E {T}, (ii) either Ytl > d(t) OY Yt 
is optimal. 
By Definitions 3.3-3.7 it is obvious that A constitutes {Y, N) = (V, N] = 
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{T, N). To demonstrate Theorem 3.1 by induction it is then evidently 
sufficient according to Lemma 3.3 and Definitions 3.3-3.7 to establish 
LEMMA 3.10: Let Y, E { V} and >A, also be such that Yh is T-representable 
when Yr, E(V) and <Yr . Then Yt is T-representable, and Yt E (T}, if and 
only if it satisftes the criteria of Theorem 3 .l . 
For the proof of Lemma 3.10 we shall first give two auxiliary lemmas in 
which we assume that Yi satisfies the above hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.11: IfYn~{V> an d a is a basic commutator so that (Y,, , a) < Y, , 
then ( Yn , a) is T-representable. 
We note that the hypothesis ( Yh , a) < Yt is true in three special cases 
in which Y,,E{C(Y,)}: (i) Yh = Yol, a < d(q) and W(a) = W(d(q)), 
(ii) Yn < Y,l, a = d(q) and W( Yn) = W( Y,l), (iii) Yh M d(q), a < Y,l and 
W(a) = W(Y,1). 
This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.7 and the hypothesis 
of Lemma 3.10. That the special cases are valid is easily seen from 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.12: Let Yh~(C(Yr)). S pp u ose that Yhl < bgh = b,, < d(h). Let 
p and q be basic commutators o that Z = (( Yhl, p), q) < Yt . Then Z is 
T-representable. 
Proof. It is evidently sufficient to suppose that Z # 1. By repeated 
application of Lemma 3.7 and Eqs. (2.3) we find then that Z is a product of 
elements pa, E {V, W(Z)}. For W(q) # *W(Z) we also see, by virtue of 
Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, that every Y, < Yt . When W(q) = *W(Z), 
then IV(Yk) = W( Y-:) = *W(Z) according ‘to Lemma 3.5. The hypothesis 
Yhl < b, < d(h) implies, from Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.4, that 
IV(&) > IV@“) and h ence that Y < Y, under all circumstances. We 
conclude then, by the hypothesis of lemma 3.10, that Z is T-representable. 
We are now ready for the proof of Lemma 3.10. By virtue of Definition 3.10 
and Lemma 3.9, it is sufficient to carry out the following program for four 
mutually exclusive cases. Here (T) is an abbreviation for “that Yt is 
T-representable”. 
(i) Yt > d(t) > b, . We shall show (T) and that C( Yt) = (C(Y$), d(t)). 
(ii) Yt < d(t) but z? E (A) and fits be . We shall show (T) and that 
C(Yt) # yr, 
In Cases (iii) and (iv) we assume Yt < d(t) and if & E(A), then zn does 
not fit b, . 
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(iii) A b, > Y$ which also E {A> does not exist. We shall show (T) and 
that C( YJ = (C( Y>), d(t)). 
(iv) If & = max b, such that b, E {A}, then a, > Ytl . We shall show 
(T) and that C( YJ # Yr . 
Proof for Case (i). Y,l E {V) and < Y, by Definitions 3.3 and 3.4. Yt has 
then by hypothesis the T-representation flf=i Yzi , where Y=, = Yol = C( Y,l) 
by Definitions 3.5 and 3.7. Thus 
pt = fi (Y,,, ) d(t))'r 
i-1 
according to equations (2.3). Now yt * (Y- , d(t))-‘1 is T-representable by 
Lemma 3.11 and Definition 3.7. Also (Y- , d(t)) E {C(Y,)} by Lemma 3.8. 
Applying lemma 2.4 to the hypothesis d(t) < Ytl M Y, , we find that 
d(r) = b, with 2 < j < g. But d(t) was given as >b,, . Hence d(t) = a, , 
and according to Lemma 3.9, {C( YJ} cannot contain an element Y, such that 
d(h) < d(t). Then (Yol , d(t)) = C(Y,) by Definition 3.6 and Lemma 3.6. 
Proof for Case (ii) The hypothesis that zL E {A} and fits S, means, by 
Definitions 3.8 and 3.9, that there exists an element Y,, E(V) such that 
zLw Y,>A and d(er)<b,=oR#zL. Then Yh=(Y,,b,)~{I/) by 
Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 and Yh = Y, by Lemma 2.4. Let Y, = C( Y,). Since 
we have shown that Yhl R+ zL > za = d(h) = 6, , it is natural to apply the 
proof for Case (i) to Yh in place of Yt ; we conclude then that Y,i w Yhl, 
d(s) = d(h). Furthermore, Y$ M b, (2 < m <g) by Lemma 2.4. For the 
moment, suppose that m =g. Let Ytl and Y,r have the bc-representations 
I-r *=I u? and nF=, ~$9, respectively, where or = E( Y,l) = fl according to 
Lemma 3.5. Then p1 = P;‘l’)r n by Eqs. 2(.3), where 
l-I = (fp:, ui)-wl )( fi (Y>, W,)-JlY (( Y81, "JS'-h), (( Y$l, w&p. 
j-1 1 
We conclude from Definition 2.2 and Lemma 3.11 that Yt is T-repre- 
sentable. 
When m <g (i.e., Y$ < ZJ,), then (Ytl, d = d(t)L) m & < Yt and 
Y$ < d by Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.4. Thus (Yt , d) e(V) according 
to Definitions 3.3 and 3.4; it has the T-representation xi, Yz by the 
hypothesis on Y, . Here Ya, = Y,l = C( Y,J w & > Yak for u # 1 by 
Lemma 3.6 and Definition 3.7. Applying Eqs. (2.3) we find that 
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where 
and n, ‘i T-representabbr by Lemma 3 I1 IVOW Ye ti 11 Y,J, d), 6,) and 
Jwd = 4&r, d), 6,) ;iLLMtng to Lemm* 2 4. Hence V, > ((ytl, &), dl 
by Lemma 2.3 and Definlrion 3.2, Since Y$ < b, = (JAR < d(r) we 
conclude from Lemma 3.12 that Y, is T-representable. 
REMMH 1 FOR CASES (iii) AND (iv): Let r;, E{C(Y~)}. Fbr the moment 
Suppled fb 25’ > d(h) ‘%n d(h) > b, by 2,am-m 3.9, aho Y&J .q: ,$- and 
d(h) = A, by Lemma 2.4; head .G E (A} dccording to Definitlgn 3 8 and IL 
fits b, by &finitions 3.3 and 3 9, contrary CO the common hypothesis for 
the two cases. We have shown by virtue of aefinition 3.4 that Yhl < d(h). 
Then Yhl ti b, (2 < m <g) by Lemma 2.4 
prD=?!$‘r COIE (iii). Ii &, F(C(Y& rhfo ml M b,, by &mark I arid 
6, < Y’d’ by Definition A.% and by hyporh& In particulll, [er “3 consider 
Y, = C( YE). We know frani Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 that Lsl + d(s) and 
Yt’ # d(r). Thus either Y,l w Ytl, d(s) M dc;r) or Y,l < Y,l and d(s) > d(t) 
by Theoreln 2.2. We have shown that Y,l w ‘Ytl, d(s) = d(t) since d(s) < d(t) 
by Definhn 3.6. Evidcfiily Y,l < Yt; by hypothesis, Y,’ has then the 
~~r&P~~cnta~~~n n,“, y:: SUCK Fkaf Ya, 2 Y,’ z C[Vt’) > y,, for i > f 
according ro Definition 3.7 and Lemma 3.6. Hence C(Y~ - (c(Y$), d(t)) 
and Yt is r-representable by Lemma 3.11 and relation (2.3b). 
pro?f fir Ctue (iv). If b, E(A) (2 < p <g), then there exists by 
DefinitioR 3 B an element Y, E (v> such that yI w b, . Let 
and for CL + g let 
& = ((41, bJ,..., b,-l), 4‘+1) ,..*, B,-, = (...((...(b,b,) ,..., b,-,), a,+,> )...) b,). 
Let p = mln Ir so that &, 5 e,rhcr is not dehned IX is not a bssjr cpmmutator 
By Dehn&ns 2.1, 3.3, afid 3 6 we imd then thar u, = (Y, ( BJ E {r;3, 2nd 
for P + P # g also that ya = (...( Y, , bP+,,+J, . .. . b,) E {VI, Y.,L > b, = d(8). 
Also according to Lemma 2.4, Y, NN Y1whenp+t=gandY,wY,when 
~1 + p # go Applying Remark I and Lemma 2 4 it is evident that ,.,, + p 
always =$, also that every clement Ym E {C(zT;)} is such that y,l m some b, 
and d[&) = U-X cerrespondq B,_, , and hn~+Uy, rhat for every bra (A) we can 
construct vu E (C(YJ} SU& char U,l w d, TO proceed we note that Y, , %‘, 
both ~{cy,]) and Y$ > YIi imply, by Theorem 2.2 and Remark I, that 
d(g) -C d(5). Let Y, = C(Y,) W e conclude by Definition 3.6 that bh w Y,l < 
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Y;wb,, where m is defined in the hypothesis to Case (iv) and 
2<h<m<g. 
We have shown that C( Yt) # Yt but must still establish the T-repre- 
sentation of Yt . We proceed by induction on 7 = m -g and assume first 
that 7 = 0. It is then evident that [d(t)] = [bl , b, ,..., b,-, , bh+l ,..., b,], 
d(s) = zL and, by Lemma 2.4, that (d, Y,l) = zL where d = (d(t))L. Let 
(d, Y,‘) and Y, l have the bc-representations nyxl up and I-&, rPj, 
respectively. Then u1 = d(s), Q = &I and q = b, = M( Y,i) by Definition 
2.2 and Lemma 3.5. Applying formulas (2.3), we find that 
pi = (Ytl, d(t)) = (Ytl, (4 b,)) = ((Ytl, 4, 6,) (( Ytl, bg), 4-l 
= y ((Ytl, $), d)-l fi, 
where 
Now (Y,‘, d) M d(s) and it c{ V} by Definitions 2.1, 3.3, and 3.4. Then IJ 
is T-representable by Lemma 3.11 and Definition 2.2. Also E( YJ = 
W’?, 44,) = ---cl 9 E(Yp) = E((d(s), Y~)-‘~sl) = -e1 by Lemma 2.4 
and formulas (2.3). Hence ((Y$, b,), d) < Yt by Lemma 2.3 and Defi- 
nition3.2. Now Ytl < Y,l w b, = (d(t))R < d(t) and Lemma 3.12 implies 
then that Yt is T-representable. 
We have completed our proof for m -g = 0. Assume that Yt is 
T-representable when m - g = r. We proceed to m - g = 7 + 1. Let 
Y-, = (Ya’, (44>L) f or 01 = t, s. That the Yw, E { V) is easily seen by 
Definitions 2.1, 3.3, and 3.4, and that they are mzL < Yt follows from 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose for the moment that C(YJ = Y, is such that 
d(w) # (d(s))L. Then d(w) < (d(s))L by Definition 3.6 and d(w) 2 b,, by 
Lemma 3.9. Lemma 2.4 implies then that d(w) = 6,~, when Y,i > d(w), 
which means that zL fits 6, according to Definitions 2.1 and 3.9, contrary 
to the hypothesis for this case. Hence Y,l < d(w) by Definitions 3.4 and 3.5. 
Applying Lemma 2.4 and Definition 2.1 we find for d(w) > b,, that (d(w), bJ 
is always a basic commutator >Y,‘, that YA = (Y,l, (d(w), b,)) M Yt , 
and finally, for d(w) < b, , that YJr = ((YU1, d(w)), b,) sa Yt and that 
2L w Y, > b, = zR. It is obvious from Definitions 3.3 and 3.4 that 
Y, and Y$ E{ V}. But then d(w) < b, contradicts Remark I; hence 
d(w) > b, > b,, . Since YA w Yt, Definition 3.6 asserts that (d(w), b,) > 
(44) = (WNL~ b,) w ic contradicts d(w) < (d(s))L by Theorem 2.2. We h’ h 
conclude that our assumption d(w) # (d(s))‘- is absurd; hence d(w) = (d(s))L 
and then Y,l = Y,1 by Lemmas 2.4 and 3.6. We have shown that 
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C( Y,,) = Y,, < Yt . Then by the hypothesis of Lemma (3.10), FU t = Y,,n, 
where n is a product of elements E (V} which are <Y,,. Now (Y%, b,) m Y, 
since Y,, M zL, b, = aR; applying Lemma 3.11 we conclude that (fl, bJ is 
T-representable. By the Jacobi identity (Y, , b,) = Fa (( Y,l, b,), (d(a)L) for 
cz = s, t. Hence it only remains to show that Z- = ((Y,l, b,), (d(a))L) is 
T-representable. But (Yw, , b,) w Y and E(Yum , b,) = E(Y,J by Lemma 2.4 
and equations (2.3); thus 2, < Yt according to Lemma 2.3 and Definition 3.2. 
Now Ye1 < b, = (d(a))R < d(ol) and 2 is T-representable by Lemma 3.12. 
Our induction proof is finished. 
4. THE RANK OF @, 
To compute, Y(n), the rank of g, we introduce the sequences 
s nk : Ci,Ci, *” Cj,,-~(tl > N) *es (4.1) 
where the ci are generators of .F. It is evident that there are r-N distinct 
sequences Szk for a fixed n; thus 1 < K < ynmN. It is well known [I] that the 
0(p) basic commutators of weight p are obtained by bracketing the Q(p) 
circular words c,, cjr . . . c, of length and period p, where the c, are again 
generators. In particular, f& a given sequence S,, , let us bracket the word 
Glcj8 **’ ci,t,-N,+l such that cj, = ~a , cjl = cj *** = cjn-N+l = ~1 , and 
c*, = ci . ,z-n+N-1 when n-N+l<cx<2(n-$)+l. Making use of 
Definmons 2.1 and 2.5, we recognize that we obtain a basic commutator c 
such that 
[c]=[q1,qz ,..., %I, c>n--N+1, q1=c,, qz"'=qn-N+l 
and CzE,+N+a ?V(qJ = n - N. Because of the l-l correspondence between 
circular words and basic commutators, we conclude that to every sequence 
S,, there belongs a unique sequence of basic commutators 
2 - dl = ‘&N+z < d, = $,-j.J+Zj < *** < d, = qu . . . nk * 
(-f W(d,) = n - N) . . . . 
g-1 
(4.2) 
We shall say that the sequence S& belongs to the element Yt E (Y>, if the 
basic commutators in the sequence &,,I, are precisely the ones required by 
Definition 3.3. To compute ?P(n) we shall then make use of Theorem 3.1 
to determine how many sequences S& belong to elements of {T, n}. We start 
this task by defining an index p for a given sequence S,, . 
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DEFINITION 4.1: Let &,, : 44 ,..., d, correspond to S,,, , Let y,, = A, 
yA = (y,+l , d,) for a > h > 0. If y. > dl , y1 > d, ,..., yP1 > do, then 
p = o; in the contrary case there evidently exist integers K so that yX < d,,, 
and then TV = 0 - min(K). 
The relation n 3 (CL + 1) W(A) = (p + 1)N > N holds by (4.2), 
Definition 2.2, and repeated application of Lemma 2.2. It implies 
LEMMA4.1: ~=OfOYi?<72<2N. O<fZ\(r,fM(??+1)N<?Z< 
(7 + 2)N (7 = 1, L.). 
All commutators y. , yi , . . ., yO+ E(T) by Definition 4.1 and repeated 
application of Theorem 3.1. Thus p = 0 implies that y. E (T}. 
Next we shall show for p = 1 and 2N < rz < 3N that y,, E { T} if and 
only if either d, $ {A} orn=3Nandd,E{A}anddoesnotfitA.NowI*.=l 
means that d, > 36-i . If d, E {A}, then there exists by Definition 3.8 an 
element Yt E {V} such that Yt w d,; this happens in particular when 
d, m yP1 . It is easy to see that d, > y,,-i implies Yt > Yt > A, W( Y,‘) > N, 
W(y,i) > N; but W(d(t)) = W(Y,) - W(Y,1) and 2N < n = W(Y,) + 
lV(y~-J Q 3N, and thus W(d(t)) < W(y,J. We have shown by 
Definitions 2.1 and 3.9 that d, fits M@& unless n = 3N and d, does not 
fit A. Furthermore, when d, > yoel , then (do, M(y,-,)) = M(y,), 
(M(y,,))” = d, and (Mu = M(y& by Definition 2.1 and the fact that 
2N 3 W(d,) 2 N. It is now easily seen from Theorem 3.1 that d, E (A} 
implies for 2N < 71 < 3N that y. g(T), and for tt = 3N that y,, E(T) if and 
only if d,, does not fit A. On the other hand, when d, $ {A}, then Y, E {C(y,)} 
implies Y,l m yO-i , d(q) = d, from the construction of M(yJ and application 
of Lemma 2.4 and Definition 3.8. We already know that ycV1 E {T}, since 
p = 1. Hence y,, E T in the present case according to Definition 3.6 and 
Lemma 3.6. 
Finally, for p = 2, 7t = 3N it is evident that u = 2, y. = A and 
N = W(d,) = W(d,). It is easily seen that if y1 E(T), then y1 > d2 . We 
conclude by Theorem 3.1 that ys E (T] if and only if yi E (T]. 
We recall Definition 4.1, Lemma 4.1, and the fact that there are P-N 
sequences S,, . A straightforward computation yields then 
THEOREM 4.1: Let x(n) = 0 for odd n, but $Y@-~N)/~ for even n. 
When N < n ,< 2N, then Y(n) = Y*-~. 
When 2N < n < 3N, then Y(n) = Y’+~ - #I + 1 - ~N)(P’-~~) - X’n). 
Formulas for n > 3N are not presented here. It appears reasonable to 
conjecture that Y(n) will then not only be a function of I, n, and N, but 
will also depend, in a manner which becomes rapidly more complicated as 
n -+ N, upon the choice of the basic commutator A E flM . 
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